HIGHLIGHTS:

Joint Replacement Program Named in Top 10% in the Nation - Three Years in a Row!
The “three peat” was awarded by Dallas-based Health grades, which each year reviews nearly 5,000 hospitals nationwide to determine the best of the best.

The Joint Commission Recognized Newberry Hospital as a National Top Performer on Key Quality Measures®
This honor was awarded to Newberry Hospital because our treatment of surgery and pneumonia patients meets or exceeds national evidence-based standards of care. Newberry Hospital was one of just 1,224 hospitals in the United States to meet or exceed the target rates of performance for pneumonia and surgery in 2013.

Dr. Oscar Lovelace Named 2015 Family Physician of the Year by the American Academy of Family Physicians
Dr. Lovelace has been a practicing family physician for more than 26 years and is a valued member of Newberry Hospital’s medical staff. Lovelace Family Medicine provides the full scope of family medicine services for more than 8,000 patients of all ages. This is a high honor for one of our own!

Lab Earns National Accreditation, Recognized for Excellence
The Accreditation Committee of the College of American Pathologists (CAP) has awarded accreditation to Newberry Hospital’s laboratory. Considered the “gold standard,” the CAP accreditation process is designed to ensure the highest standard of care for hospital patients requiring laboratory services.
HISTORY:

Community pride. Self-reliance. Commitment to purpose. The history of the hospitals in Newberry County is a testimony to these enduring qualities. From its earliest days, the county was blessed with many dedicated doctors, but a community hospital was only a dream until 1925.

Acting in a strong tradition of self-reliance, the citizens of Newberry County decided to work together to make that dream a reality. A community meeting was held December 11, 1923, and the Newberry County Hospital Association was formed to direct the funding and building of this much needed facility. Local citizens bought stock to finance the hospital. School children collected pennies and nickels. The people even gave a "linen shower" for their hospital. Thus it was a moment of great community pride when Newberry County Hospital formally opened its doors on December 22, 1925.

In 1937, the African-American community demonstrated these same qualities of community pride, self-reliance, and commitment to purpose in establishing a second hospital. The People's Hospital, as it was called, was under the direction of J.E. Grant, Sr., M.D. The African-American community organized service clubs throughout the county to supplement the hospital financially. A vegetable garden and poultry operation also offered additional support. In January 1952, the People's Hospital merged with Newberry County Memorial Hospital.

The current hospital on Kinard Street was dedicated May 9, 1976. On December 14, 1999, the hospital held a groundbreaking ceremony for a $13.425 million renovation and expansion project. Completed in 2002, the project completely changed the first floor, making it a patient-friendly outpatient services mall. A rededication ceremony was held September 5, 2002. The hospital has not slowed down. A satellite office was opened in Little Mountain in 2003. The birthing unit, New Beginnings, was expanded and completely renovated in 2004.

In 2006, another major renovation and expansion began. The project was supported by the Penny Sales Infrastructure Tax approved by Newberry County citizens. The hospital added a new and much larger laboratory area, surgical dressing rooms, pediatric rooms, an obstetrical operating room in New Beginnings, an expanded chemotherapy area, and other minor renovations. These expansions and improvements were completed and celebrated on June 26, 2007. That same year, the hospital and Atrium Development Corporation began a medical office-building project in the front of the hospital. Completed in 2008, the Atrium Center includes a new and expanded Wellness and Rehabilitation Center, a 1.5 Teslar MRI, and five physicians' offices.

Another significant advancement in local healthcare during this time was the advent of local oncology care. We are home to an advanced Oncology and Infusion Center that provides outpatient chemotherapy and infusion treatments at NCMH. This is a major convenience for cancer patients and their loved ones.

To complete the availability of local oncology care, Newberry Oncology Associates opened in 2008. The hospital is a partner in this service. Under the direction of Dr. Mark Ezekiel, this modern center offers advanced radiation therapy for local oncology patients. Again, this center enables local cancer patients to get sophisticated care close to home.

Through expansions, mergers and hard times, our community has demonstrated its strong support for exceptional healthcare over the years. With the hospital "linen shower," the investment of school children's pennies and taxpayers' dollars, and the vegetable gardens, the people of Newberry County have been personally involved in providing exceptional healthcare to their neighbors, families and newcomers.

"Exceptional services with a personal touch...close to home" is more than just a slogan at Newberry County Memorial Hospital. It's a way of life.
HOUSING OPTIONS

Historic Oakland Mill Apartments

The apartment spaces feature large bedrooms with walk-in closet spaces and spacious bathrooms with ceramic tile floors and modern water efficient fixtures.

Kitchen space is incorporated into the living area allowing an open welcoming floor plan for family socialization or entertaining guests. Each unit has individual laundry and pantry space. Residents will find living spaces to be generous and flexible to each individual's living needs.

Lovelace Vintage Farmhouse

Quiet, secluded 2-Story farmhouse Features 4 bedrooms / 2 baths
Fully Furnished
Washer/ Dryer included
Utilities included
Outside pets only

Area Attractions - Entertainment and Activities in Newberry, SC

When it comes to recreation and entertainment, Newberry has something for everyone. Whether your taste is for shopping, dining, museums, and wine-tasting or you prefer outdoor activities like hiking and golf, you'll find what you're looking for! Stroll through Newberry's downtown district where the streets are lined with picturesque shops and restaurants and nearly every building within view is on the National Register of Historic Places. If Community Theater interests you, check out the Newberry Community Players.

Those interested in the arts will want to stop by and visit the brand new Newberry Arts Center in downtown and be sure to catch a show at the Newberry Opera House! Or take a short drive outside the city to enjoy the horse trails, hiking, and bike trails in Lynch's Woods, a nearby forest preserve. Play a round of golf at one of our two fine golf courses, the Country Club of Newberry and the Mid Carolina Country Club, or take a tour or the beautiful Enoree River Vineyard. For your next day trip, weekend getaway, or family vacation, consider a visit to Newberry, SC. A good time is guaranteed!